Temporal and spatial distributions of delphinid species in Massachusetts Bay (USA) using passive acoustics from ocean gliders
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ABSTRACT: Knowledge about marine mammal habitat use is necessary for informing ecosystem-based management and mitigating human impacts. Massachusetts Bay is an important marine mammal foraging area in the Gulf of Maine and an area of substantial human activity, but delphinid habitat use is poorly understood. The goals of this work were to (1) document temporal and spatial occurrence of delphinid species in Massachusetts Bay using passive acoustic monitoring from ocean gliders and (2) explore the potential influences of environmental conditions on delphinid distributions. Gliders were deployed in late fall and early winter of 2014 and 2015–2016 and were equipped with a digital acoustic recorder and conductivity-temperature-depth instrument. Gliders surveyed an area of approximately 1000 km². Delphinid whistles were detected on 93 of 128 (73%) deployment days. Animals were detected more often at night. Presence was consistent over 2 years, although detection rates showed annual and monthly variability. Spatial distribution differed between years, but most detections occurred close to Stellwagen Bank. Visual assessment of spectrograms suggests the presence of 2 species, Atlantic white-sided dolphins and common dolphins. The reoccurrence of 2 probable signature whistles over several weeks and consecutive winter seasons suggests prolonged occupancy during winter and possible annual site fidelity. These data show a consistent and frequent presence of delphinids near a known marine mammal foraging area (Stellwagen Bank) during late fall and winter and are a first step towards understanding both how odontocetes influence the Massachusetts Bay/Gulf of Maine ecosystem and how they may be impacted by human activities.

1. INTRODUCTION

Basic information on the occurrence and distributions of marine mammal species is essential for understanding and managing ecosystems. Marine mammals structure ecosystems through trophic dynamics (top-down control), nutrient recycling and transportation, or behavioral processes such as migration, predator avoidance, or mediation of interactions between species (Bowen 1997, Williams et al. 2004,
MacLeod et al. 2007, Roman & McCarthy 2010, Kiszka et al. 2015, Breed et al. 2017). One example of the ecological influence of marine mammals is the cascade in the North Pacific Ocean, whereby killer whale predation on sea otters leads to release of predation on kelp-consuming sea urchins by otters, resulting in collapse of kelp forest ecosystems (Estes et al. 1998, 2016).

Data on spatial and temporal occurrence of marine species are also required for assessment and mitigation of human impacts (Asaro 2012, Wiley et al. 2013). Anthropogenic threats to marine mammals include ship strikes, pollution, entanglement in fishing gear, and exposure to ocean noise (Read et al. 2006, Hatch et al. 2008, 2012, van der Hoop et al. 2013, Kellar et al. 2017). While habitat use data, including environmental drivers of distributions, are fundamental for understanding human impacts and marine mammal ecology, we often lack such data.

Traditional visual surveys are useful for gathering basic information such as identification of species, estimates of group size and composition, and abundance (Cetacean and Turtle Assessment Program 1982, Bradford et al. 2017); however, using visual methods to elucidate marine mammal habitat use can be challenging. Many species are highly mobile, have large home ranges (Wells et al. 1999, Thorne et al. 2017), and exhibit cryptic behavior (Tyack et al. 2006), all of which can make vessel or aerial surveys costly or impractical. Passive acoustic monitoring is an established method for studying marine mammal occurrence that offers several advantages over visual methods, including reduced cost and the ability to survey at night or in inclement weather. Further, passive acoustic data collection can occur at a variety of temporal (minutes to years) and spatial (meters to thousands of kilometers) scales to address a range of habitat use questions (Mellinger et al. 2007, Van Parijs et al. 2009).

Recently, passive acoustic monitoring of marine mammal populations has been accomplished using long-endurance, autonomous underwater gliders (Baumgartner & Fratantoni 2008, Klinck et al. 2012, Baumgartner et al. 2013, 2014). These mobile, relatively inexpensive platforms can remain at sea for days to months and survey hundreds to thousands of kilometers during a single deployment, providing an advantage over fixed recorders in spatial coverage and ability to document animal distributions over large areas. Gliders are particularly useful tools for surveying areas that are difficult to access due to unfavorable conditions (Baumgartner et al. 2014). An additional advantage of gliders is the ability to efficiently characterize marine mammal habitats using oceanographic data collected with onboard sensors (Baumgartner & Fratantoni 2008, Baumgartner et al. 2014).

Massachusetts Bay is a highly productive ecosystem in the southwestern Gulf of Maine. Near the eastern edge of Massachusetts Bay is Stellwagen Bank, an oval-shaped, underwater plateau that strongly influences local oceanography, leading to elevated productivity and its designation as a national marine sanctuary (Bumpus 1974, Geyer et al. 1992). The Stellwagen Bank area is a critical foraging ground for several baleen whale species (Overholtz & Nicolas 1979, Jiang et al. 2007), and their occurrence and overlap with human activities has been well documented (Wiley et al. 2003, Hatch et al. 2008, Mussoline et al. 2012). Delphinid species have also been documented in Massachusetts Bay. The Atlantic white-sided dolphin *Lagenorhynchus acutus* and common dolphin *Delphinus delphis* are sighted most frequently, but little is known about their occurrence, distribution, or overlap with human activity.

Opportunist sightings from whale watching vessels indicate that delphinids are seen relatively infrequently in Massachusetts Bay. Sightings occur on roughly 10–20% of whale watching trips operating daily (weather permitting) from April to October (pers. obs.). Times of peak occurrence may differ between years and between species, but most sightings of Atlantic white-sided dolphins and common dolphins occur in April–May and August–October (Silva 2018, Silva et al. 2019). Anecdotal observations and a study by Weinrich et al. (2001) suggest that delphinid species are transient visitors to Massachusetts Bay, occasionally passing through the area as part of a large, oceanic home range.

Monthly standardized visual surveys conducted from vessels in 1994–1995 and 2001–2002 showed a year-round delphinid presence in Massachusetts Bay, but with striking seasonality; most sightings occurred from November to April (Wiley et al. 2003, NOAA OMNS 2010). However, although these surveys represent our only systematic information about delphinid occurrence in Massachusetts Bay during winter, they were conducted only once per month in 2 years and are well over a decade old.

Additional evidence suggests that winter could be an important time for delphinids in Massachusetts Bay. Most marine mammal strandings in Massachusetts, including those of delphinids, occur from October to April (Wiley et al. 2001). In addition, Kenney et al. (1997) estimated that the Atlantic white-sided dolphin was the dominant cetacean species in the Gulf

In 2013, a multi-year effort began to study the winter distribution of spawning Atlantic cod in western Massachusetts Bay using passive acoustics from ocean gliders (Zemeckis et al. 2019), which provided an opportunity to concurrently monitor odontocete occurrence using passive acoustics. This work aimed to increase our understanding of delphinid habitat use in Massachusetts Bay during late fall and early winter. Our goals were to quantify spatial and temporal occurrence of delphinids and explore potential environmental factors influencing their distribution to begin filling a knowledge gap in the ecology of Massachusetts Bay.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Glider deployments

Glider deployments were planned as part of a multi-institutional effort to study the distribution of spawning Atlantic cod in Stellwagen Basin, an area of deep water in western Massachusetts Bay (Fig. 1). Glider surveys were planned to cover approximately 1000 km². Depth across the study area ranged from approximately 30 to 100 m. Little survey effort, visual or acoustic, has been expended during winter in Stellwagen Basin. Therefore, we considered this work largely exploratory.

Gliders operated in Stellwagen Basin during December 2014, and again during the period from early November 2015 to February 2016 (Table 1). Passive acoustic monitoring was accomplished with a digital acoustic monitoring instrument (DMON, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution) mounted over the nose of a Slocum glider (Teledyne Webb Research; Rudnick et al. 2004). Recordings were collected using the DMON’s mid-frequency hydrophone (flat frequency response from 100 Hz to 50 kHz and total design sensitivity of −167 dB re V/µPa) with a 25% duty cycle (1 min recording every 4 min), and sampled at 60 kHz. This sampling frequency was high enough to capture

![Fig. 1. Study area in Massachusetts Bay. Stellwagen Bank is a productive underwater plateau, encompassed by Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary (black boundaries). Stellwagen Basin is the deep water to the west of Stellwagen Bank. Bathymetric contours are shown as gray lines with labels. The inset shows the location of the study area in relation to the US east coast](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Glider</th>
<th>Deployed</th>
<th>Recovered</th>
<th>Total days</th>
<th>Number of days whistles present</th>
<th>Days whistles present (%)</th>
<th>Total files</th>
<th>Number of detections</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>we10</td>
<td>1 Dec</td>
<td>22 Dec</td>
<td>20⁵</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>6875</td>
<td>406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>we04</td>
<td>1 Dec</td>
<td>22 Dec</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>7528</td>
<td>513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>we04</td>
<td>2 Nov</td>
<td>7 Dec</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>12584</td>
<td>1218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>we10</td>
<td>7 Dec</td>
<td>21 Jan</td>
<td>44⁶</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>14452</td>
<td>2918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>we03</td>
<td>2 Feb</td>
<td>1 Mar</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>10063</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>we10</td>
<td>13 Dec</td>
<td>15 Dec</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10063</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

⁵Glider we10 was removed from the water by a fisherman from 13−15 December 2014
⁶Only 41 d of acoustic data from we10 and 21 d of sensor data from we03

Table 1. Glider deployment details. Total files represents the number of 1 min recording files while the glider was in the water. For quantification of temporal occurrence in 2014, detections from glider we10 were used only from days when no detections occurred on we04 (2, 5, and 9–10 December, n = 15) to prevent possibly double-counting detections.
most tonal signals produced by delphinid species documented in Massachusetts Bay. A conductivity-temperature-depth (CTD) instrument (Neil Brown Ocean Sensors) was mounted to the glider’s midsection to sample conductivity, temperature, and pressure several times per minute. Gliders typically surfaced every 2 h to report their location, sensor data, and diagnostic information to a shore-based computer via Iridium satellite. Passive acoustic recording continued during this time. Gliders were recovered at pre-determined locations.

2.2. Acoustic analysis

Spectrograms (fast Fourier transform, FFT, size 1024 samples, 50% overlap, Hann window, time resolution: 9 ms, frequency resolution: 58.6 Hz) of all 1 min acoustic recordings were visually and aurally examined for the presence of delphinid whistles using Raven Pro 1.5 beta version build 21 (Charif et al. 2010). We focused on whistles (Oswald et al. 2003, 2007) to increase our chance of documenting delphinid presence throughout the study area. Whistles are produced at lower frequencies than echolocation clicks, have less directionality (Lammers & Au 2003), and are predicted to be detectable at greater distances (Urick 1983), maximizing the area we could monitor. A detection was defined as the presence of 1 or more whistles in a 1 min recording file. We did not attempt to differentiate between species because there was little existing information on whistle characteristics for delphinid species in the Gulf of Maine, particularly Atlantic white-sided dolphins (Oswald et al. 2003, 2007).

2.3. Temporal occurrence

To describe the temporal occurrence of delphinids, we quantified the number of detections per deployment period, per deployment day, and per hour in a 24 h period. Based on our duty cycle of 1 min every 4 min, the maximum number of detections per hour and per day was 15 and 360, respectively.

We used logistic regression to test for diel differences in detections. For each 24 h deployment period, daytime and nighttime periods were assigned a ‘1’ if detections were present and a ‘0’ if no detections were present. Daily sunrise and sunset times were obtained from the United States Naval Observatory Astronomical Applications Department.

We also investigated the effects of lunar and tidal phases on detections. Because animals were present (detected) during all phases of lunar and tidal cycles, it made more sense to analyze detection rate, while recognizing that interpretation of detection rate is different from presence/absence. For each deployment day, we quantified the mean number of detections (number of 1 min recordings containing whistles) per hour and assigned 1 of 4 main lunar phases: new moon, first quarter, full moon, and last quarter. Only days with detections were used for these analyses. Lunar phase data were also obtained from the United States Naval Observatory Astronomical Applications Department (http://aa.usno.navy.mil). A Kruskal-Wallis test was used to assess differences in detection rates based on phases of the moon.

We obtained tidal cycle data from NOAA (http://tidesandcurrents.noaa.gov) and divided the cycle into 4 periods: high, ebb, low, and flood. High and low tide were defined as the hour of high or low tide plus 1 h before and 1 h after. Flood was defined as the 3 h period centered between low and high tide. Ebb was defined as the 3 h period centered between high and low tide. Detection rates (detections h⁻¹) were calculated for each tidal phase for each day, and a Kruskal-Wallis test was used to assess the effects of tidal phases on detection rate. Massachusetts Bay experiences a semi-diurnal tide, but no attempt was made to distinguish between the first or second tides of each day.

2.4. Spatial occurrence

We visualized spatial distributions of odontocete detections by plotting the locations of detections over the glider tracks using the ‘maps’ package. All statistical analysis packages were used in R version 3.3.3 (R Core Team 2017). To quantify general spatial distributions, we tallied the number of detections in each quadrat of a 4-quadrat grid placed over all glider tracks and detections. Each quadrat was approximately 447 km² and was designed to include roughly the same amount of glider track and detections. Each quadrat was approximately 447 km² and was designed to include roughly the same amount of glider track and detections. Each quadrat was approximately 447 km² and was designed to include roughly the same amount of glider track and detections. Each quadrat was approximately 447 km² and was designed to include roughly the same amount of glider track and detections. Each quadrat was approximately 447 km² and was designed to include roughly the same amount of glider track and detections. Each quadrat was approximately 447 km² and was designed to include roughly the same amount of glider track and detections. Each quadrat was approximately 447 km² and was designed to include roughly the same amount of glider track and detections. Each quadrat was approximately 447 km² and was designed to include roughly the same amount of glider track and detections. Each quadrat was approximately 447 km² and was designed to include roughly the same amount of glider track and detections. Each quadrat was approximately 447 km² and was designed to include roughly the same amount of glider track and detections. Each quadrat was approximately 447 km² and was designed to include roughly the same amount of glider track and detections. Each quadrat was approximately 447 km² and was designed to include roughly the same amount of glider track and detections. Each quadrat was approximately 447 km² and was designed to include roughly the same amount of glider track and detections. Each quadrat was approximately 447 km² and was designed to include roughly the same amount of glider track and detections. Each quadrat was approximately 447 km² and was designed to include roughly the same amount of glider track and detections. Each quadrat was approximately 447 km² and was designed to include roughly the same amount of glider track and detections. Each quadrat was approximately 447 km² and was designed to include roughly the same amount of glider track and detections. Each quadrat was approximately 447 km² and was designed to include roughly the same amount of glider track and detections. Each quadrat was approximately 447 km² and was designed to include roughly the same amount of glider track and detections. Each quadrat was approximately 447 km² and was designed to include roughly the same amount of glider track and detections. Each quadrat was approximately 447 km² and was designed to include roughly the same amount of glider track and detections. Each quadrat was approximately 447 km² and was designed to include roughly the same amount of glider track and detections. Each quadrat was approximately 447 km² and was designed to include roughly the same amount of glider track and detections. Each quadrat was approximately 447 km² and was designed to include roughly the same amount of glider track and detections. Each quadrat was approximately 447 km² and was designed to include roughly the same amount of glider track and detections. Each quadrat was approximately 447 km² and was designed to include roughly the same amount of glider track and detections. Each quadrat was approximately 447 km² and was designed to include roughly the same amount of glider track and detections. Each quadrat was approximately 447 km² and was designed to include roughly the same amount of glider track and detections. Each quadrat was approximately 447 km² and was designed to include roughly the same amount of glider track and detections. Each quadrat was approximately 447 km² and was designed to include roughly the same amount of glider track and detections. Each quadrat was approximately 447 km² and was designed to include roughly the same amount of glider track and detections. Each quadrat was approximately 447 km² and was designed to include roughly the same amount of glider track and detections. Each quadrat was approximately 447 km² and was designed to include roughly the same amount of glider track and detections. Each quadrat was approximately 447 km² and was designed to include roughly the same amount of glider track and detections. Each quadrat was approximately 447 km² and was designed to include roughly the same amount of glider track and detections. Each quadrat was approximately 447 km² and was designed to include roughly the same amount of glider track and detections. Each quadrat was approximately 447 km² and was designed to include roughly the same amount of glider track and detections. Each quadrat was approximately 447 km² and was designed to include rough...
increased probability of Type I errors (Legendre 1993). We tested for spatial autocorrelation using correlograms, plots of distance between observations against autocorrelation values (Legendre 1993), using the ‘ncf’ package (Bjornstad 2016) in R version 3.3.3 (R Core Team 2017). For each glider deployment, we estimated the distance where autocorrelation equals 0 (the x-intercept). Glider tracks were binned according to this distance (hereafter referred to as the distance bin) using the geoDist function in the ‘oce’ package (Kelley & Richards 2016) for statistical analysis of environmental conditions.

2.5. Environmental variables

We tested 4 environmental variables for associations with detections: depth, distance to Stellwagen Bank, temperature and salinity. Gliders continuously profile the water column during deployments, providing in situ measurements of environmental conditions from the surface to the near-bottom. Initial data inspection showed that surface and near-bottom conditions were similar. We chose to use near-bottom environmental data for 2 reasons: (1) bottom environments are more stable because they are often insulated from ephemeral weather events that cause short-term variability in surface water properties (particularly in deep or stratified waters) and (2) if delphinids are using Massachusetts Bay during the winter, they could likely be feeding on demersal fish that overwinter in the Bay (Meynier et al. 2008, Craddock et al. 2009). The bottom of every glider dive and associated temperature and conductivity measurements were found using the ‘findPeaks’ function in R. Conductivity values were used to calculate salinity using the ‘oce’ package (Kelley & Richards 2016). Outliers were identified by examining temperature–salinity plots, and extreme values were removed before data were averaged over the appropriate distance bin defined by autocorrelation analysis.

Bathymetric data (1 km resolution) were obtained from the NOAA ETOPO1 1 Arc-Minute Global Relief Model through the ‘marmap’ package (Pante & Simon-Bouhet 2013). Sea-floor depths at the location of each glider dive were averaged over the appropriate distance bins. Distance of each bin to Stellwagen Bank (40 m depth contour) was assigned based on the mid-point location of that bin using the Midpoint function in the ‘geosphere’ package and the ‘dist2isobath’ function in ‘marmap’ (Pante & Simon-Bouhet 2013).

2.6. Statistical analysis

We used logistic regression to investigate associations between environmental conditions and delphinid presence. The response variable for each bin was coded as a ‘1’ if 1 or more detections occurred and a ‘0’ if no detections occurred. Rather than include all environmental variables in a single model, we chose to examine the influence that each variable had on detections in isolation (Baumgartner et al. 2003). This approach provides a clearer understanding of each variable and stronger inferences about variable significance (Baumgartner et al. 2003, Palacios et al. 2013). We ran single-variable models for each glider separately and for all gliders combined. For the combined analysis, we used the smallest bin distance with no significant autocorrelation that was common to all gliders and included glider deployment as a covariate in the model to account for differences between deployments. We used Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) to compare model fit.

Logistic regression assumes a linear relationship between logits, the log-transformed odds of detection probability, and the independent variables. Generalized additive models (GAMs) with binomial distribution were used to check assumptions of linearity. GAMs do not assume an underlying relationship between logits and the variable, and can automatically identify an appropriate transformation of the variable, allowing for more flexibility. GAMs were fit using the ‘mgcv’ package (Wood 2011).

3. RESULTS

3.1. Glider deployments

Five gliders were deployed in western Massachusetts Bay for a total of 128 d in 2014, 2015, and 2016 (Table 1). Gliders were deployed near the northwest corner of the sanctuary (Fig. 2) if sea conditions permitted transit (3 gliders). Otherwise, gliders were deployed further south near Stellwagen Bank and then traveled north to begin their survey (2 gliders). Deployments ranged from 22–41 d, during which gliders conducted 1 or 2 surveys (Table 1, Fig. 2). Survey track lines were similar across all gliders and covered approximately 1000 km². Gliders were recovered in southern Massachusetts Bay.

In 2014, gliders we04 and we10 were deployed on 1 December and surveyed the same path 12 h apart to capture diel acoustic activity of Atlantic cod. On 13 December, glider we10 was mistakenly retrieved by
Fig. 2. Glider tracks for all deployments. Green triangles represent glider deployment locations. Red stop signs represent glider recovery locations. Black lines show the glider path. Yellow circles are the locations of the gliders when detections occurred; 2014: (A) we10, (B) we04; 2015–2016: (C) we04, (D) we10, (E) we03. (F) Quadrat counts of detections for all gliders combined (except we10-2014). Values represent the number of detections in each quadrat.
Silva et al.: Delphinid habitat use from ocean gliders

3.2. Acoustic recordings

Recordings contained several sources of glider-related noise. Very low frequency flow noise was common (<20 Hz; measured on the DMON low-frequency hydrophone) due to the location of the DMON on the nose of the glider. This low-frequency noise did not interfere with detecting mid-frequency delphinid whistles. Before and after each glider dive, a displacement piston was activated to adjust the glider’s buoyancy, producing brief periods of noise (~15 s). Detection of whistles was impossible during these times; however, because these periods of noise were brief, we did not account for these periods in the quantification of detection rates. In addition, electronic and wave noises were produced while the glider was at the surface during satellite communication periods (10−15 min every 1−2 h). Whistles were frequently detected during these times, suggesting little to no reduction in detection capabilities. Whistles were detected at all depths, and there appeared to be no pattern in detections with glider depth.

In 2014, we observed at least one instance where the same animals were recorded on both gliders. We based this assertion on the presence of the same stereotyped whistle contour recorded by both gliders (~10 km apart) at approximately the same time (30−40 s apart). To eliminate the possibility of detecting the same calls twice, we chose to use we04 data and include we10 data only on days when no detections occurred on we04. We did not use any we10 data in spatial analyses.

We observed 2 general classes of whistles throughout all deployments: broken contours containing high numbers of steps with large frequency jumps, and smooth, sinusoidal whistles. Based on visual comparisons between glider-recorded whistles and whistles from Massachusetts Bay species, we believe that broken whistles were produced by Atlantic white-sided dolphins and that smooth whistles were produced by common dolphins (Steiner 1980, 1981, Petrella 2009, Petrella et al. 2012, S. Parks unpubl. data, Northeast Fisheries Science Center unpubl. data). While 2 general whistle classes were evident, we did not attempt to classify detections to species based on visual inspection of recordings because (1) whistles were poor quality in many cases and class could not be determined and (2) it was not always obvious whether all whistles in a recording could be classified as ‘broken’ or ‘smooth.’ A classifier for acoustic identification of delphinids is available for the Northwest Atlantic Ocean and includes common dolphins, but not Atlantic white-sided dolphins (Oswald 2013). Future work should focus on obtaining recordings and baseline whistle parameter data for Atlantic white-sided dolphins and acoustic classification of Gulf of Maine species.

3.3. Spatial occurrence

Detections occurred throughout the survey area in all deployments, but clustered in broad, different areas between years (Fig. 2). During December 2014, more detections occurred in the eastern part of the survey area. During the period of November 2015 to February 2016, most detections occurred in the southern part of the survey area. Based on 4 quadrat counts of all glider detections combined, the southeastern quadrant contained the highest percentage (46%) of all detections (Fig. 2). The average number of detections per kilometer inside the sanctuary (3.0) was more than double that outside the sanctuary (1.4). We did not normalize quadrat counts by track length because quadrats were designed to include roughly the same amount of glider track.

3.4. Environmental models

Detections on all gliders exhibited significant spatial autocorrelation. To account for non-independence of data, we averaged environmental variables over bin sizes of 7.5 km (we04-2014), 15.6 km (we04-2015), and 16.8 km (we10-2015); these distances correspond to those where autocorrelation is 0. For models combining all gliders, we used a bin size of 15 km, the smallest common distance among all gliders where autocorrelation was not significantly different from 0. We did not include glider we03 in any envi-
Table 1. Detection rates for individual gliders. Column 1 shows number of deployments, with 1 day per deployment. Column 2 indicates the number of deployments with detections. Column 3 shows the total number of minutes of deployment per deployment day. The number of minutes of deployment per deployment day was recorded to determine the percentage of deployment days with detections. The percentage of deployment days with detections is shown in column 4. The detection rates per minute are shown in column 5. The number of minutes of deployment per deployment day and the percentage of deployment days with detections were used to calculate the detection rates per minute. The detection rates per minute were used to calculate the number of minutes of deployment per deployment day.

Table 2. Single variable models for all gliders combined (except we03 data). Model coefficients are reported for continuous variables. Lower values of Akaike’s information criterion (AIC) represent the null model, and p-values are for drop in deviance values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Model coefficient</th>
<th>Drop in deviance (compared to null)</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>AIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distance to Bank + Glider</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>86.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glider</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>94.07</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 3. Near-bottom salinity and temperature data for glider deployments; 2014: (A,B) we04; 2015: (C,D) we04, (E,F) we10. Data were down-sampled to 1 sample min$^{-1}$ before removing erroneous sensor values. Black x’s represent detection locations.
4. DISCUSSION

We observed a frequent winter presence of delphinids in Massachusetts Bay in 2014 and 2015–2016. Animals were present on 73% of deployment days, far more than expected based on opportunistic sighting rates from April to October (Silva 2018, T. L. Silva pers. obs.). Daily delphinid presence was consistent across years, suggesting that delphinid use of the area was common and that the Stellwagen Bank area is likely an important habitat. However, we documented substantial variability in delphinid occurrence that was only partially explained by environmental conditions.

One challenge of using mobile platforms to study highly mobile species is the difficulty in determining whether variation in detection rates results from differences in space or time. Consecutive glider deployments with multiple surveys from November 2015 to February 2016 revealed that detections increased each time gliders neared southern Stellwagen Basin, indicating that elevated detections represent true spatial differences and preferred habitat in 2015–2016. Due to lack of consecutive surveys in 2014, differences between space and time remain unresolvable. However, the observation that each individual glider except one (we04-2015) had the most detections in the southeast quadrat provides increased confi-
Evidence that concentrated detections in eastern Stellwagen Basin in 2014 likely reflect spatial preferences. When combining all gliders, we found more detections inside the sanctuary, although considerable numbers of detections occurred outside. These results show that the current sanctuary boundaries aid in capturing some important delphinid habitat, but that delphinids also use areas that lack federal protection. It is important to note that reported detection locations represent glider positions and not true animal loca-
tions. Estimating true animal locations requires information on the detection ranges of delphinid whistles in the study area, which are unknown. However, recordings from concurrently deployed gliders in 2014 suggest that detection ranges could vary from 2 to 10 km. A detection range of 10 km would allow us to resolve spatial distributions of delphinids at scales >10 km, which is much smaller than the study area and provides valuable information on spatial distribution without knowing exact animal locations.

Marine mammal distributions are typically correlated with environmental variables that directly influence prey abundance and availability (Hastie et al. 2004, Redfern et al. 2006, Palacios et al. 2013). Our ability to explain spatial distributions of marine mammals through habitat modeling depends on our ability to measure environmental conditions and selection of environmental variables that are relevant in particular habitats for individual species (Palacios et al. 2013). Depth (Baird et al. 2013, Silva et al. 2019), temperature (Selzer & Payne 1988, Hastie et al. 2005, do Amaral et al. 2015), and salinity (Selzer & Payne 1988, Doksæter et al. 2008, Hornsby et al. 2017) influence delphinid distributions in Hawaii and in the northwest and southwest Atlantic Ocean; however, those environmental variables may not be important in structuring the availability, abundance, or distributions of prey or delphinids in our study area over any spatial scale. Only distance to Stellwagen Bank was significantly associated with detections across all years. Stellwagen Bank and Stellwagen Basin are known habitat for many fish species (Auster et al. 2001). Increased whistle detections closer to Stellwagen Bank, as well as the presence of echolocation clicks and some presumed foraging buzzes on our glider recordings, suggest that the Stellwagen Bank area may be a foraging ground for delphinids. Acoustic detections of Atlantic cod were concentrated in northern Stellwagen Basin (Zemeckis et al. 2019) where few delphinid detections were recorded, suggesting that delphinids were not targeting this species. Several fish species, including silver hake and haddock, move into deeper waters in the Gulf of Maine in winter and are documented prey for Atlantic white-sided dolphins (Craddock et al. 2009) and the closely related white-beaked dolphin Lagenorhynchus albirostris (Canning et al. 2008). These fish species could over-winter in Stellwagen Basin and attract delphinids. Winter flounder also prefer muddy habitats like those found in Stellwagen Basin (Morse

Fig. 7. Mean number of detections per hour over a 24 h period. Vertical lines represent standard errors. (A) All gliders combined, (B) we04-2014, includes data for we10, (C) we04-2015, (D) we10-2015, (E) we03-2016.

Additional data on what influences distributions of fish species in Massachusetts Bay and prey preferences of delphinids in the Stellwagen Bank area may help further define important variables for habitat models. Prey switching by delphinids or shifts in prey distribution may explain inter-annual differences in spatial distributions of delphinids. Fish distributions in Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary show associations with seafloor habitat and sediment type (Auster et al. 2001) and may also be related to zooplankton abundance and diversity (Reed et al. 2018). Copepod density and diversity were correlated with sightings rates of common dolphins and striped dolphins *Stenella coeruleoalba* (Griffin 1997). Delphinid occurrence is often associated with steep sea-floor slopes (Doksæter et al. 2008, Silva et al. 2019) and high sea-floor relief (Selzer & Payne 1988, Gowans & Whitehead 1995, Doksæter et al. 2008). Chlorophyll concentration (Giannoulaki et al. 2017), oceanic fronts (Bailey & Thompson 2010), and probability of forage fish presence (Giannoulaki et al. 2017) also influence delphinid distributions; future work in Massachusetts Bay could examine these variables.

Several additional factors may have contributed to our inability to explain spatial distributions of detections, including scale of analyses, lack of statistical power, and species differences. First, associations between environmental conditions and detections may occur at spatial scales that we were unable to examine. While our *in situ* environmental sampling was capable of capturing local (hundreds of meters to tens of kilometers) variation that likely drives prey distributions (Garrison et al. 2002, Methratta & Link 2006, Reed et al. 2019), this variability is probably lost due to the averaging of environmental variables over large bin sizes needed to account for autocorrelation in detections. Delphinid detections and distributions may be associated with additional static or dynamic environmental covariates, but these relationships were not detectable at the analysis scale used for most deployments. The significant, positive association between detections, salinity, and depth in 2014 may have been identifiable due to smaller bin sizes used in the analysis of this deployment.

Autocorrelation in acoustic data partially relates to detection ranges of signals of interest. If detection ranges of delphinid whistles exceed the scale of analysis or more importantly, local scale environmental variation, relationships between detections and environmental conditions may be obscured. Bin sizes used here were mostly larger than the 2–10 km detection range suggested by concurrent glider recordings, and therefore, fine-scale habitat use was not resolvable. One alternative approach is to focus on echolocation clicks, which we observed on recordings from all deployments. While delphinids use clicks in several circumstances, clicks and especially buzzes could suggest foraging behavior. Clicks likely have a smaller detection range than whistles due to their higher frequency content and increased energy absorption (Urick 1983). Thus the occurrence of echolocation clicks may reflect stronger, finer-scale associations between delphinids and environmental variables. Analysis of echolocation and potential foraging behavior was outside the scope of this study; however, future analysis of these signals may reduce autocorrelation in the data, allow for smaller analysis scales, and more clearly identify relationships.

Second, the statistical test used here may lack sufficient power to identify associations between environmental conditions and detections. Additional glider surveys would increase sample sizes and statistical power, enabling identification of more subtle associations between environmental factors and detections.

Lastly, variation in occurrence may also reflect differences between species. Atlantic white-sided dolphins and common dolphins overlap in many areas, but have different geographic ranges and prefer different habitats. Atlantic white-sided dolphins prefer colder, fresher water, while common dolphins prefer warmer, saltier water (Cetacean and Turtle Assessment Program 1982, Selzer & Payne 1988, Gowans & Whitehead 1995, Griffin 1997, Doksæter et al. 2008). Associations between detections and oceanographic conditions may be more obvious when examining species separately.

Observed monthly and annual variation in dolphin occurrence corroborates results from vessel surveys that show similar sighting frequencies for November through January and a decrease in February (Wiley et al. 2003, NOAA ONMS 2010). These data suggest that delphinids move into the Stellwagen Bank area in late November through mid-January, leave the area in February, and return in high numbers in April–May (Silva 2018, Silva et al. 2019). Additional acoustic monitoring in March, September, and October where opportunistic data collection from whale watching vessels is limited or non-existent due to decreased effort is needed to better understand monthly variation throughout the year.

In December of both years, we detected delphinids on over 90% of deployment days, although the total number of daily detections and periods of many continuous detections were greater in 2015 (Fig. 4). Sev-
eral factors influence whistle rates in delphinids (Quick & Janik 2008, Esch et al. 2009). Here, interannual variation in the number of detections may indicate that more animals used the area in 2015. Alternatively, variation in detection rates may reflect changes in behavior. Increased detection rates may indicate foraging, particularly at night as animals increase acoustic communication as light and visual cues fade (Goold 2000, Acevedo-Gutiérrez & Stienessen 2004). We detected animals significantly more often at night (Figs. 4 & 6), which we assume represents increased vocalization rates as opposed to increased nighttime presence. No information exists on foraging behavior or acoustic activity in Atlantic white-sided dolphins, but common dolphins are known to forage at night (Henderson et al. 2012, Simonis et al. 2017), and some populations increase whistle activity when foraging (Petrella et al. 2012). Goold (2000) observed higher vocalization rates at night in common dolphins around the British Isles, and patterns in acoustic contact were similar to results here; peak acoustic contact occurred in the early morning and late evening, often encompassing 03:00 and 21:00 h, and lowest acoustic contact occurred around mid-day. Months or years with lower numbers of detections may reflect decreased movement into the Stellwagen Bank area, shorter occupancy, or fewer animals, potentially driven by lower prey availability and fewer foraging opportunities.

Diel patterns have important implications for habitat-use studies. Continuous (day and night) acoustic monitoring provides valuable information on nighttime occurrence and potentially behavior that is not observable with visual surveys. However, if diel patterns exist, acoustic monitoring alone may underestimate daytime occurrence. These findings highlight the benefits of combined visual and acoustic surveys to study occurrence.

We noted the presence of 2 unique, stereotyped whistle types, each recorded more than once, which we presume to be individual signature whistles (Caldwell & Caldwell 1965). One whistle type was recorded in consecutive winter seasons (December 2014 and January 2016), providing evidence of annual habitat use by the same individual. The second whistle was recorded on at least 10 days over a 41 d period spanning December 2015 to January 2016. All instances were when the glider was in southern Stellwagen Basin, suggesting that either a group of animals visited southern Stellwagen Basin multiple times over several weeks, or this group stayed in southern Stellwagen Basin for at least 41 d. We believe the latter to be true, as the chances of an animal or group of animals moving into the same area at a consistent time interval and being in detection range of the glider each time seems low.

Based on opportunistic data collected from whale watching and research vessels from April to October, Weinrich et al. (2001) proposed that Atlantic white-sided dolphins were non-resident and transiently used the Stellwagen Bank area as part of a much larger home range. This hypothesis was based on 3 lines of evidence: (1) traveling was the predominant behavior, (2) only 1 individual was re-sighted on Stellwagen Bank in consecutive years over a 13 yr period, and (3) no individuals were re-sighted within the same area in the same year. We provide evidence of delphinid annual site fidelity and the first documentation of habitat use by a single group of animals throughout a winter season.

These observations add valuable information to our understanding of delphinid habitat use in Massachusetts Bay and alter current thinking shaped by anecdotal information and visual sightings. Based on an admittedly small dataset, we hypothesize that Massachusetts Bay and the Stellwagen Bank area are important foraging grounds for delphinids and that they visit this area often during winter in search of prey. Animals generally occur closer to Stellwagen Bank, but we propose that finer-scale spatial distributions and length of occupancy depend on fish abundance, availability, and distribution.

This work represents the first exploration of delphinid habitat use in Massachusetts Bay and demonstrates the value and advantages of passive acoustic monitoring in studying the occurrence and behavior of highly mobile, cryptic species. Delphinids use Massachusetts Bay frequently and consistently during most winter months, suggesting that they may play a significant role in shaping the Massachusetts Bay ecosystem. This work suggests the need for complementary summer (or year-round) glider-based acoustic surveys to appropriately identify seasonal shifts in delphinid occurrence. Additional avenues for future work are acoustic species identification, deriving additional environmental variables and echolocation rates to describe habitat use on finer scales, testing hypotheses about prey-driven distributions by measuring prey in situ using gliders (Baumgartner & Fratalonti 2008, Guihen et al. 2014), and examining overlap between delphinids and year-round human activity in Massachusetts Bay.
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